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Emma Wright is in over her head. Three months ago her life was perfect: amazing job, shiny new

MBA, great friends. When her job turns into a nightmare overnight, Emma feels like her life is going

down the tubes. The only bright spot is her hot new boyfriend. Heâ€™s the man of her wildest

dreams; sexy, smart, sweet, and a master of her body between the sheets. He can't seem to get

enough of her full-figured curves, so it's too bad she's starting to think heâ€™s keeping dangerous

secrets. Â Axel Sinclair likes control. At work, at home, in bed. He gets what he wants, and he never

loses. Not until he meets Emma Wright, and she turns his well-ordered life upside down. Emma was

supposed to be a job - getting his hands all over her luscious body was only a bonus. Before he

knows it, Axel is in deep.Â Axel is sure Emmaâ€™s guilty as hell. Can he do his job and bring her

down? Or will he follow his heart and claim her for his own?EXCERPT:Emma Wright was becoming

a problem. She was supposed to be a job. An easy job. Get close to her, find evidence that she was

selling confidential data to a competitor. Get paid a ton of money. How hard could it be? She was

the head of Human Resources at a shipping company, not Mata Hari. This kind of thing was the

bread and butter of Sinclair Security. I figured Iâ€™d take the meeting and pass the case to one of

my guys.â€©Then I got a good look at Emma Wright.â€© Fiery red hair, creamy skin, abundant

curves, and clear blue eyes with a wicked glint. She was irresistible. Luscious, soft, and more than a

handful in all the right places. The moment I saw her picture, I knew Iâ€™d be handling her

myself.â€© Sleeping with the suspect wasnâ€™t usually my MO, but in this case, I was prepared to

make an exception. Normally, my approach was to get the evidence, give it to the client, close the

case, and cash the check. Not with Emma.â€©Getting her into bed wasnâ€™t the hard part. Neither

was pretending to be her lover. But Emma was tricky. She was smart. Funny. Gorgeous. And

surprisingly kinky. Deliciously kinky. Iâ€™d never admit it, but itâ€™s possible I was taking my time

on the case just to have an excuse to keep her in my bed.â€©The Temptation Trap is Book Three in

The Alpha Billionaire Club series. Originally published as a five part serial, now you can read the

entire book in one volume.The Temptation Trap is a standalone romance with tons of steamy action,

suspense, and a happy ending. The Alpha Billionaire Club Series is loosely connected to the

Scandals of the Bad Boy Billionaires series by Alexa Wilder's alter ego, Ivy Layne.Available

exclusively for  and Kindle Unlimited readers.
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I received as an ARC for an honest review!The Temptation Trap Complete Series is another

fantastic read by Alexa Wilder. (A review of each book below) In Book One: Alexa has a way of

developing her characters, in this case, Emma and Axel, which begins weaving a story of suspicion

and love. Axel, who is an owner of Sinclair Security, is hired to find out if Emma is participating in

corporate espionage. Emma is the head of Human Resources of Harper Shipping with access to all

company files. Therefore she would be able to get information without any problem. However, is she

really committing espionage or is there more to the story?The Temptation Trap, Book Two

continuation of Emma and AxelBook Two begin with Axel finding evidence that Emma has indeed

been gathering information on Harper Shipping. Axel has broken a cardinal rule for investigators; he

has become emotionally involved with Emma and feels betrayed. Since his emotions are involved,

the normally calm Axel refuses to listen to Emma when she tells him she is working with the FBI and

instead turns her over to William Harper. Unbeknownst to Axel, Harper hired him under false

pretense and Emma is in danger. Once he finds out, how is going to save her? If he saves her, will

he be able to make things right??In Temptation Trap Book ThreeIn Book Three Axel has to regain

Emmaâ€™s trust after leaving her in the hands of William Harper. Axel is determined to keep her

safe until the FBI builds their case against Harper and Tsepov. During this time Axel is trying to get



Emma to forgive him and Emma is trying to protect her heart.To keep her safe Emma is confirmed

to Axelâ€™s penthouse.

What a fantastic story! I loved this serial from the first installment to the last one.I always expect

good entertainment from Alexa Wilder's stories. So when I had the chance to read an ARC of her

new novel's first installment, I jumped with joy. That cover alone is stylish and the title promises

some mystery to solve.Axel has been hired to expose Emma for selling company secrets to the

competition. Appealing, right? The fact that he's doing a job and doesn't care for her welfare took

me aback, but I was sure he would soon turn soft as he realized she was innocent and the woman

of his dreams. Maybe?At least, that's what I was hoping for.Now, he's deeply seduced by her curvy

beauty and sunny disposition, and that spurned me on.To me, the plot is a winner. The story is well

written with double POV and in a style that seems as if the characters are talking to a sympathetic

friend. Plenty of steamy scenes accompany the covert operation as it unfolds with a couple of

exciting surprises. Oh, that traitorous cliffhanger is worth biting my nails for the next part!2- The bets

are really high in this second part. Poor Emma faces all kinds of threats and terrors in Vegas and

some dangerous men are out for her blood not the least of them Adam as the cold stranger he's

become.I was taken aback by the amount of violence inflicted on her, though it paid off in terms of

tension and excitement.Both the helplessness and the betrayal were handled really well. Emma's

feelings over her predicament and Adam's part in it were believable, and I felt for her.This part is

scary, intense and left me with an annoying frustration to read the next part which I hope will bring

more action on all kinds of levels.

This series about Emma, an HR manager and her boyfriend Adam/Axel who's not who he seems to

be, but he also feels the same way about Emma. He's hired by her boss because of company

information that she's selling and it's up to Adam to gain proof of that. In the meantime, Emma's

unsure if she can trust Adam as well, but is blinded by his charm.(Spoilers ahead)Book One:I love

Emma and Adam (Axel) and their chemistry together. Emma is sweet and innocent, but not in the

virginal, low self-esteem way you sometimes find in books where the heroine has a little extra

padding. Yes, she's a little wary of why Adam likes her, but she still carries herself with confidence.

She actually eats in front of him, laughs loudly, and doesn't hide herself.I can't tell how I feel about

Adam (Axel) yet. He seems to realize that Emma is innocent, but doesn't want to believe it. In his

line of work, for as many years as he's been doing it, you think he'd be able to tell how genuine a

person is. He can't believe that Emma is more devious that her boss.The love scenes were so



steamy and honestly, I felt like I was watching a movie, instead of reading a book...which is always

a good sign.Book Two:Axel was so frustrating in this book. Even though he felt that Emma betrayed

him and he was lying, why didn't he call Agent Tierney before he dropped her off? Even if his

emotions were strong, why didn't he at least try and call?This second book confirms with me how

strong Emma is. I don't know if I would have been as clear thinking as she was once she was in her

boss's house.And can I say that I love Griffen? He needs his own book!Book Three:Emma's

definitely more forgiving than I'd be.
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